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ABSTRACT 

This is a report on a new methodology to manage 

design knowledge by utilizing a knowledge-based 

CAD and a prototype system named C3 (Cubic; CAD 

knowledge Code Capacitor), which is being devel-

oped using our methodology. C3 facilitates (i) the 

automatic generation of a knowledge code for a 

knowledge-based CAD by processing design docu-

ments written in a natural language, such as English 

or Japanese, and (ii) automatically generation of a 

design document written in a natural language from 

the knowledge code. The features of the system facili-

tate document-based design knowledge management 

which reduces the designer’s load to encode and 

maintain design knowledge, because it is easier for a 

designer to treat a natural language description than 

a coded description.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Knowledge management is a crucial issue for manu-

facturers (Dieng 2000) because the power of knowl-

edge has been recognized as a very important 

resource for preserving valuable heritage, learning 

new things, solving problems, creating core compe-

tences, and initiating new situations for both indi-

viduals and organizations (Liao 2003). Even in the 

field of design research, knowledge management has 

become a hot topic in recent years (Mekhilef et al.

2003). Some groups have been implementing design 

knowledge management systems (i.e., Yoshioka et al.

2003)
Because of this concern, commercial knowledge-

based CAD systems, which are equipped with 

knowledge bases to store design rules and design 

constraints, have been released in succession (i.e., 

CATIA (Dassault Inc.,) and Unigraphics (Electronic 

Data Systems, Inc.)). A knowledge-based CAD al-

lows designers to adopt semi-automated design ac-

tivities by accumulated design rules and design con-

straints and, thus, reduces the lead-time for the de-

sign. However, in order to utilize knowledge-based 

CAD, it is necessary to encode knowledge before-

hand and continue to maintain the encoded knowl-

edge. This results in a heavy workload for designers.

This is a report of a new methodology to manage de-

sign knowledge by utilizing a knowledge-based CAD 

and a prototype system named C3 (Cubic; CAD 

knowledge Code Capacitor) based on our methodol-

ogy. C3 facilitates (i) the automatic generation of a 

knowledge code for knowledge-based CAD by proc-

essing design documents written in a natural lan-

guage, such as English or Japanese, and (ii) the 

automatic generation of a design document written in 

a natural language from the knowledge code. The 

features of the prototype system reduce the de-

signer’s load to encode and maintain the knowledge 

because it’s easier for a designer to treat a natural 

language description than a coded description. 

There are four other sections in this paper. In Section 

2, the effects and issues of knowledge-based CAD 

are discussed based on the study of actual design ac-

tivity in a car-component manufacturer. The analysis 

of the study is followed by a proposal of our method-

ology of document-based knowledge management in 

Section 3. Section 3 is an identification of the outline 

of C3. In Section 4, the implementation of C3 is ex-

plained, and a design session is carried out on C3 to 

show the power of C3. Finally, Section 5 is a sum-

mary of the key points. 
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2. EFFECTS AND ISSUES OF KNOWL-
EDGE-BASED CAD 

A knowledge-based CAD is a brand-new system that 

is expected to support effective design activity with 

equipped knowledge bases. Knowledge that can be 

accumulated in knowledge-based CAD is categorized 

into the following three types. 

• A design rule, which describes design operations 

and their condition. 

• A design constraint, with which design parame-

ters should be satisfied.  When a CAD model does 

not meet a constraint, the knowledge-based CAD 

warns and prompts a designer to modify the 

model. 

• A design procedure, which is a procedure of a 

design operation applied to a CAD model. The 

design procedure can be reused in a future design. 

In this section, the effects and issues of knowledge-

based CAD are described using a case in which a car-

component manufacturer introduces knowledge-

based CAD into the design division. 

Figure 1 depicts the workflow and information-flow 

in the design division before the knowledge-based 

CAD was introduced. Rectangular nodes represent 

information, and oval nodes represent workers who 

process the information. These flows generally con-

tain backward processes, which are depicted by 

dashed lines. 

At the upstream stage of the flow, a designer plans 

the required specifications and required appearance 

of a product/component by referring former design 

cases. Through this stage, the physical and geometric 

attributes required for a product/component are de-

cided as an alternative solution.  

In the next stage, the designer composes a document 

called a design procedure document (DPD), which 

describes how to determine the attributes of a re-

quired specification determined in a previous stage 

and design rules/constraints among attributes. The 

principal aim of composing DPD is to instruct a 

Figure 1 Information flow of design activities (before introducing knowledge-based CAD)
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CAD operator, who is not usually an expert of design, 

to build a geometric model of a product/component 

without misunderstanding the design rationale. Al-

though it is burden for a designer to compose a DPD, 

the task plays a crucial role for the manufacturer be-

cause design knowledge is explicitly acquired by 

composing a DPD. A DPD not only makes the com-

munication among designers and CAD operators 

smooth but also promotes the reuse of design knowl-

edge for the efficiency of future design. 

At the final stage of this workflow, a CAD operator 

applies a DPD based on the required appearance and 

then builds a geometric model on a CAD system. 

The introduction of knowledge-based CAD changes 

the flows, as shown in Figure 2. Although the stage 

of composing a DPD still remains, the stage of en-

coding knowledge is added anew. The encoded 

knowledge, which consists of the design rules, con-

straints, and the definition of design procedures, real-

izes semi-automatic design by knowledge-based 

CAD. As a result, it reduces the loads of CAD mod-

eling carried out by CAD operators. Figure 3 depicts 

an estimated variation of loads of designers through 

each year by introducing a knowledge-based CAD. 

At the first year of introducing a knowledge-based 

CAD, the load of CAD modeling is reduced by the 

use of a knowledge-based CAD. However, designers 

confront the load of the new stage encoding knowl-

edge. Although the loads required by this stage can-

not be estimated at this time, it might overcome the 

reduction of the load of CAD modeling. The details 

of this stage are discussed in the following para-

graphs.

A knowledge encoder carries out this stage by inter-

preting the DPD. The problem is that a knowledge 

encoder should have not only design knowledge for 

interpreting but also knowledge of a knowledge code 

of a particular knowledge-based CAD. However, our 

investigation of the manufacturer clarified that the 

expertise to take charge of a knowledge encoder does 

not exist. This is why either a designer or a CAD op-

erator should take charge of a knowledge encoder, 

although it is a heavy load for both.  

Even if this stage ware carried out, another problem 

would occur. Once knowledge has been encoded, it is 

difficult to maintain. In the research field of expert 

systems, knowledge accumulated in a computer 

should be maintained by capturing new concepts and 

removing mistakes, contradictions, and redundancy 

(Roth 1985). Unless knowledge is retained, it results 

in rigid design activities and a reduction in productiv-

ity. This is why a knowledge encoder should be used 

to retain knowledge. However, it is challenging for 

humans to decipher knowledge codes that were de-

signed to be read by computers. This makes the load 

of knowledge maintenance so heavy that the benefi-

cial effect of a knowledge-based CAD may disappear 

(see the Afterward in Figure 3).  

In addition, the grammar of knowledge codes is not 

incompatible among CADs. It is necessary to encode 

Figure 4 the architecture of C3
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knowledge again when changing from one knowl-

edge-based CAD to another.  

These problems are vital when a manufacturer con-

siders introducing a knowledge-based CAD. To solve 

these problems, a methodology should be established 

to encode and maintain design knowledge with a 

small load. The approach here is to use document-

based knowledge management. The methodology 

covers the following tasks to be supported by using a 

computer system. 

1. Knowledge acquisition by composing DPD; 

2. Generation of a knowledge code based on 

DPD;

3. Maintenance of design knowledge on DPD; 

and

4. Mutual exchange of knowledge codes 

among various knowledge-based CAD sys-

tems 

3. FRAMEWORK OF DOCUMENT-
BASED KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 

In this section, the framework of a document-based 

knowledge management for a knowledge-based CAD 

system is proposed It is called C3 (Cubic: CAD 

knowledge Code Capacitor. The architecture of C3 is 

depicted in Figure 4. 

3.1. Outline of C3

C3 supports five processes, (I) composition of a DPD; 

(II) conversion of a DPD to an intermediate knowl-

edge code; (III) conversion of an intermediate knowl-

edge code to various CAD knowledge codes; (IV) 

conversion of a CAD knowledge code to an in-

termediate knowledge code; and (V) conversion of 

an intermediate knowledge code to a DPD. The user 

can carry out the tasks stated in the previous section 

by combinations of these processes. The correspon-

dence of processes and tasks is shown in Table 1. An 

“X” in an intersection indicates the correspondence 

between a process and a task, and the process number 

corresponds to the Roman numeral followed by the 

process description in this paragraph. 

During the first process (expressed as “1” in Figure 

4), C3 helps a designer to compose a DPD in order to 

explicitly acquire design knowledge. This process 

can be supported by a design documentation man-

agement system, which is been developed (Nomagu-

chi 2002). In this paper, the detail are not discussed. 

The process to convert a DPD into various CAD 

knowledge codes consists of the following three 

steps, (i) generation of an Intermediate Knowledge 

Code (IKC) (expressed as “2” in Figure 4), (ii) gen-

eration of a CAD Knowledge Code (CKC) (ex-

pressed as “3” in Figure 4), and (iii) regeneration of 

an IKC from a CKC (expressed as “4” in Figure 4). 

During process “2,” the IKC generator converts a 

description of a DPD into an IKC, which is described 

in an independent format against each knowledge-

based CAD. Then, during process “3,” an IKC is 

converted into a knowledge code of each knowledge-

based CAD by the CKC generator. A CKC is defined 

for each knowledge-base CAD; therefore, different 

CKC generators should be respectively provided for 

each CAD. Furthermore, we suggest the mutual con-

version between different CKCs through the IKC. 

This is realized by the IKC regenerator, which re-

converts each CKC into an IKC again. 

For easier maintenance of the knowledge code, an 

IKC is converted into a DPD by the DPD generator 

(expressed as “5” in Figure 4).  

3.2. Phases of C3

The phases of the C3 framework stated above are ar-

ranged according to a situation of a design activity. 

C3 can support the following two phases:  

• Phase-1

This is for the time when a manufacturer intro-

duces C3 for the first time. Users of C3 should 

carry out the entire procedure of the framework, 

namely, process “1” to process “5.” 

• Phase-2

This is for a time after the introduction of C3.

Phase-2 is further classified into the following 

three sub-phases. 

1. When the required specification is 

changed, the users should start from proc-

ess “1” to compose new design procedure 

documents with the revised required 

specifications. Then, the users generate an 

IKC and a CKC again from new design 

Table 1 Correspondence of processes and tasks of C3

Process No. 

Task

I II III IV V 

1. Knowledge Acquisi-

tion 

X     

2. Generation of a 

knowledge code 

 X X   

3. Maintenance of de-

sign knowledge 

 X X X X 

4. Mutual exchange of 

knowledge code 

  X X  
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procedure documents using the IKC/CKC 

generators.

2. When the design procedure documents 

are revised, the users should start from 

process “2” to generate an IKC and a 

CKC from the revised design procedure 

documents using the IKC/CKC genera-

tors.

3. When a knowledge-based CAD is added 

anew, the users should start from process 

“3” to generate a CKC for the added 

knowledge-based CAD 

3.3. Components of C3

This subsection describes the details of each compo-

nent in C3.

Intermediate Knowledge Code 

The intermediate knowledge code (IKC) should be 

able to express the design rules, design constraints 

and design procedures without depending on knowl-

edge code formats or specific operations of each 

knowledge-based CAD. The advantages provided by 

defining an IKC are: (i) we can clearly define generic 

concepts, as this is necessary to represent design 

knowledge, and (ii) in this why, we can easily add a 

new knowledge-based CAD into this framework by 

defining the relationships between generic concepts 

and CAD-specific concepts. Concerning this charac-

ter of the IKC, we collected more than 100 generic 

CAD operations, such as "offsetting (parallel dis-

placement) a plane” and “making a line passing two 

points” as IKCs after consultation with designers 

who mastered the operations of plural CADs. Figure 

5 depicts the example of IKC we defined. The part 

expressed between “<” and “>” in the figure is a 

variable name. The IKC we defined here may be up-

dated by adding knowledge-based CADs. 

IKC Generator 

The IKC generator is the component that converts 

natural language descriptions in a DPD into IKCs. 

The IKC generation process consists of the following 

two steps: (i) a syntactic analysis of the description 

of a DPD, and (ii) the generation of an IKC, which is 

matched with the syntactic structure analyzed in step 

(i) by applying the IKC generation rule. The IKC 

generation rule has a syntactic pattern of a document 

description of DPD in the condition part and a syn-

tactic pattern of IKC in the conclusion part. See the 

upper side of Figure 6. The IKC generator retrieves a 

rule which matches a syntactic pattern of a document 

description, unifies variables, and generates IKC. An 

example of a generated IKC is shown in the lower 

side of Figure 6. 

CAD Knowledge Code (CKC) Generator 

The CAD knowledge code (CKC) is a knowledge 

code which is specific for a knowledge-based CAD. 

The CKC generator is a component to convert an 

IKD to a CKC by the CKC generation rule. Because 

we use CATIA V5 for a prototyping, as state in Sec-

tion 4, we developed the CKC generator according to 

the knowledge code format of CATIA V5. The upper 

side of Figure 7 depicts an example of a CKC gen-

eration rule for CATIA V5. The CKC generation rule 

is specific for a knowledge-based CAD, although the 

converting mechanism of the CKC generator is ge-

neric.

The CKC generation rule has the syntactic pattern of 

an IKC in the condition part and a syntactic pattern 

Figure 5 Examples of a generic operation for IKC 

Making a line passing two points:  

(#create_line  

((#point1 <Point>) 

(#point2 <Point>))) 

Offsetting a plane:  

(#create_offsetplane  

((#object <Plane>) 

 (#direction <Direction>) 

 (#distance <Value>))) 

Example of IKC generation rule

Condition:
Create an offset plane from <Plane> 
<Direction> by <Value>mm 

Conclusion:
(#create_offsetplane 

((#object <Plane>)  
(#direction <Direction>) 
 (#distance <Value>))) 

Figure 6 Example of an IKC generation rule and 

example of matching 

Matched description 
Create an offset plane from face-A upward by 
5 mm

Generated IKC 
(#create_offsetplane 

 ((#object face-A) 
 (#direction upward) 
 (#distance 5))) 
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of CKC in the conclusion part. The upper side of 

Figure 7 shows an example of the CKC generation 

rule.

IKC Regenerator 

The IKC regenerator is a component that converts a 

CKC into an IKC by the IKC regeneration rule. The 

IKC regenerator has a syntactic pattern of CKC in its 

condition part and a syntactic pattern of the IKC in 

its conclusion part (see Figure 8). The IKC regenera-

tion rule is specific for a knowledge-based CAD al-

though the converting mechanism of the IKC regen-

erator is generic. 

By using the CKC generator and the IKC regenerator,

C3 realizes the mutual exchange of CKC among plu-

ral knowledge-based CADs. In addition, the IKC re-

generator contributes to DPD generation with the 

DPD generator. 

DPD Generator 

The DPD generator is a component that converts an 

IKC into a DPD by the DPD generation rule. The 

DPD generation rule has a syntactic pattern of an 

IKC in its condition part and a syntactic pattern of a 

DPD description in its conclusion part (see Figure 9). 

4. PROTOTYPING 

4.1. Implementation 

We have been developing a prototype system of C3

that can generate a knowledge code from a document 

description as well as a document description of DPD 

from a knowledge code. C3 is implemented by using 

the C++ programming language on Windows2000. 

We used CATIA V5 of Dassault Inc. as a sample 

knowledge-based CAD for this prototype system. 

The prototype system is composed of an IKC genera-

tor, a CKC generator for CATIA V5, an IKC regen-

erator for CAIA V5, and a DPD generator. 

Figure 8 Example of the IKC regeneration rule 

Condition:  
Parallel.Name = <name>, 

 Mode = <mode>,  

Type = <type>,  

Curve = <curve>,  

Support = <support>,  

Offset.Mode = <offsetmode>,  

Length = <length>,  

Bothside = <bothside>,  

Direction = <direction> 

Conclusion: 
((crate_trim_line) 

(((name)(<name>)) 

((object1)(<curve>)) 

((object2)(<support>)) 

((direction)(<direction>)) 

((distance)(<length>)))) 

Condition: 
((create_trim_line) 

(((name)(<name>)) 

((object1)(<curve>)) 

((object2)(<support>)) 

((direction)(<direction>)) 

((distance)(<length>)))) 

Conclusion: 
<name>  Create a line by offsetting <curve> 

with the support of <support> to the direction of <di-

rection> by <length> mm 

Figure 9 Example of DPD generation rule 

Example of CKC generation rule 

Condition� 

(#create_offsetplane 

 ((#object <Plane>) 

 (#direction <Direction>) 

 (#distance <Value>))) 

Conclusion� 

Dim ?parameter As Parameters 

Set ?parameter = &part.Item(“#object”) 

Dim ?offsetplane As HybridShapePlaneOffset

Set ?offsetplane = 

&factory.AddNewPlaneOffset(?parameter, 

#distance, #direction)

IKC matched with the CKC  

 (#create_offsetplane 

 ((#object ’top-surface’) 

 (#direction Upward) 

 (#distance 5))) 

Generated CKC 

Dim hybridShapeSurfaceExplicit1 As Parame-

ters

Set hybridShapeSurfaceExplicit1 = 

part1.Item(“A1”) 

Dim hybridShapePlaneOffset1 As Hybrid-

ShapePlaneOffset

Set hybridShapePlaneOffset1 = fac-

tory1.AddNewPlaneOffset(hybridShapeSurfac

eExplicit1, 5, False) 

Figure 7 CKC and CKC generation rule 
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Figure 10 Media case 

Name Design procedure 

B1
Bottom-

surface

Create a plane at the position of 

<media-bottom-surface> 

B2 Top-surface 
Create an offset plane from <media-

top-surface> outside by 5 mm  

B3 Left-surface
Create an offset plane from <media-

left-surface> outside by 3 mm 

B4 Right-surface
Create an offset plane from <media-

right-surface> outside by 3 mm  

B5 Front-surface 
Create an offset plane from <media-

front-surface> outside by 5 mm  

Figure 11 A part of the design procedures document used 

for design procedures 

Figure 12 IKC generation rule browser (top) and CKC 

generation rule browser (bottom) 
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Figure 13 Processing DPD by C3

Figure 14 Regeneration of DPD (written in Japanese) from the CAD model 
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4.2. Design Session 

To test and validate our methodology, we prepared a 

DPD of a media case as an example and tested the 

generation of the CKC for the CATIA V5 by the pro-

totype system. Figure 10 depicts a CAD model of a 

media case constructed by processing a DPD on C3.

Figure 11 depicts a part of the DPD of the media 

case. The prototype system could generate a CKC for 

CATIA V5, by which the CAD model depicted in 

Figure 10 could be automatically generated. Figure 

12 depicts the ICK/CKC generation rule browser, by 

which the user can define and edit IKC/CKC genera-

tion rules. Figure 13 depicts the generation of CKC 

on the prototype system. The prototype system could 

also regenerate the DPD of the media case from the 

CAD model (see Figure 14). 

We determined that the ability of our framework to 

generate a knowledge code and regenerate DPD was 

validated. From the viewpoint of knowledge man-

agement, we consider that our framework facilitates 

the acquisition and maintenance of knowledge for 

knowledge-based CAD on the basis of documents 

written in a natural language. This method is easier 

for humans than the maintenance of a direct knowl-

edge code. 

5. SUMMARY 

We proposed a document-based methodology to 

manage design knowledge by utilizing a knowledge-

based CAD and C3, which is a framework to imple-

ment our methodology. We developed a prototype 

system of C3 that generates encoded knowledge for 

knowledge-based CAD automatically as a result of 

processing a design document written in a natural 

language. Our future works include a quantitative 

validation of how much our framework could reduce 

the designer’s load to encode and maintain knowl-

edge.
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